NEW PARTNERSHIP TO DEVELOP INTERIOR FOR
OVERTURE, MACH-2.2 AIRLINER
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Boom Supersonic has partnered with JPA Design to develop the cabin interior for Overture,
its Mach-2.2 commercial airliner. JPA Design has created interiors for the most prestigious
airlines, trains and hotels in the world.
Working in collaboration with Boom's internal team, JPA Design will reimagine the onboard
passenger experience and create a tranquil, stress-free journey from the moment a
passenger steps aboard Overture. By overseeing the whole cabin interior, JPA Design will
be able to tailor the best seating options on the market, maximise cabin flexibility, and
collaborate closely with airlines to help create configurations that deliver on both
passenger experience and commercial success.
“Our ambition is for travel on Overture to be exceptional in every way. Passengers will fly
more than twice as fast as today’s subsonic flights, and they will witness the curvature of
the Earth from large, personal windows at 60,000 feet. We are excited to partner with JPA
Design to deliver a truly iconic interior design and passenger experience that goes beyond
anything commercial aviation has ever seen,” said Blake Scholl, founder and CEO of Boom
Supersonic. “JPA shares our values of making travel a serene and delightful experience,
and we couldn’t be more thrilled to collaborate with them.”
Overture offers airline passengers an option twice as fast as any other at today’s business-class
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fares which will bring families, businesses, and cultures closer together through supersonic travel
and make the world dramatically more accessible.
"We have a long history of engagement with the world’s top airlines, along with strong
relationships in the supply chain, and we’ll leverage these assets as we define the Overture
experience with Boom,” said Ben Orson, JPA Design’s managing director. “We are deeply excited
to partner with Boom, a company that shares our belief in the potential of design and technology to
transform how we live and also, our desire to re-examine the entire passenger journey. We are
keen to explore how this exceptional aircraft can change every aspect of how we fly."
With over 25 years of experience, London-, Dubai-, and Singapore-based JPA Design has a solid
track record of creating aircraft interiors for some of the world’s best-known airlines, strongly
positioning Boom to accelerate the development of Overture's passenger offering.
Boom is currently assembling XB-1, a Mach-2.2 demonstrator aircraft, to prove key technologies
for safe, efficient supersonic travel. The data collected from XB-1 test flights will help refine the
design of Overture.
To learn more about Boom, visit Chalet Row C, #24, at the International Paris Air Show, 2019,
June 17th – 23rd, Paris, France.
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